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Abstract—In this paper, we present a study on the impact and
significance of human factors in digital information security. The
study focuses on digital data breaches and seeks to find out how
human factors within the context of data breaches in cyberspace
impact information security. Data breach in cyberspace is a
major privacy and security concern that affects the integrity of
information security, and thus the underlying reasons for such
data breaches demand investigation. An incident of data breach
may occur due to several reasons. The root cause for a data
breach may yield either from technological or human factors, or
both. While technological factors are mostly predictable, human
factors may not be. Besides, human factors are dynamic and
cannot be fully quantified. This opens the opportunity for an
attacker to compromise systems by exploiting human factors. The
presented study seeks to find the extent to which human factors
are contributors for data breaches. Analyses on 101 real life
incidents of data breaches are carried out, and the reasons behind
those breaches are explored to understand the implications of
human factors in these breaches.

Index Terms—Computing Security, Cybersecurity, Data
Breach, Digital Data Breach, Human Factors, Information Se-
curity, Social Engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN computing, the advantages come with the price of
security breaches and its subsequent impact. The malicious
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act of compromising personal or organizational data is a
cybercrime. Prediction exists that cybercrime will cost ap-
proximately $6 trillion per year on average through year 2021
[132]. The cost of cybercrime surges by 62% in five years [34].
Thus, security is a major concern in computing. In computing
settings, privacy and security are of utmost importance. All
kinds of computing approaches are prone to security breaches
and attacks. One such example is Cloud Computing [81].
Cloud Computing is a contemporary computing approach that
encapsulates all other computing means [3], implying that
considering breaches in Cloud Computing essentially means
considering breaches in computing holistically. Though recent
emergence of Cloud Computing brings many advantages, secu-
rity threats and concerns also exist [188]. Incidents of massive
data breaches took place in the Cloud or other computing
settings. Several factors or reasons may act behind an incident
of a data breach. Thus, it is important to realise the driving
factors for data breaches. In this paper, we present a study
focused on human factors as a reason for data breach.

Threat taxonomy helps to understand the facets from which
security concerns may emerge. A taxonomy helps in better
understanding of threats through which data breaches may
take place; and planning upon such understanding to better
safeguard data in cyber space. Efforts to develop threat tax-
onomy for Cloud Computing exist. Human factors, whether
mentioned explicitly or not, are addressed in different Cloud
threat taxonomies as one of the reasons for data breaches.
For example, a Cloud Threat taxonomy proposed in [4] notes
human factor as a major contributing one towards threats in
Cloud Computing. Several other examples of human factors
as a threat metric are mentioned by [63], [61], [64], and
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[168]. [117] argues that enough attention to the effect of
human factors on information security is not given, and further
research is sought in this regard. [73] assert the importance of
studying human factors to fully realise cyber security risks.

In this paper, we present a study on the impact and sig-
nificance of human factors in information security. The study
focuses on digital data breaches and seeks to understand the
extent to which human factors are a contributing factor for
such breaches. In the rest of the article, we use the term
‘data breach’ to refer to ‘digital data breach’. An incident of
data breach may occur for several reasons. While technical
factors are mostly predictable, the human factors may be un-
predictable. This enables the attackers to compromise systems
by exploiting human factors, for example, social engineering.
We explore the degree to which human factors contribute
towards data breaches. Analyses on 101 real life case studies
(incidents) on data breaches are carried out; and the reasons
behind those breaches are explored to gain an understanding
on the implications of human factors in data breaches.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Methodology
section outlines the approach used to carry out the study. In
Literature review, we describe the concepts of several related
terminologies and related work. In the Case Studies section,
a summary of the considered incidents of data breaches is
described. Findings and discussion on the case studies are
presented in Findings and Discussion section.

II. METHODOLOGY

We follow an ad-hoc methodology [85], [86] to explore and
analyse several real-life scenarios of data breaches. The study
is carried out by randomly collecting 101 real life incidents
of data breaches from different online news sources. The
incidents of data breaches were collected from online news
portals yielded by searching using Internet search engines.
The keywords used to search incidents of data breach are
‘data breaches’, ‘cloud data breaches’, and ‘data breach in-
cident’. The considered cases are then analysed to find out
the percentage of total data breaches that were caused by
human factors. The implications of such human factor related
breaches are also analysed and then compared to the overall
picture of data breaches in cyberspace, to understand the
implications of human factors. The findings help to understand
two aspects: the emerging trend of human factors as a reason
for data breaches, and whether the implications of Human
Factors outweigh the implications of those in other factors.
Such understanding eventually helps to focus on human factors
with proper level of attention.

To select scenarios as samples of data breaches, the total
population considered are the breaches in broader operational
context of IT and computing. Random links were chosen
from search result returned by search engines. Thus, the total
population of the news on breaches are those available on the
world wide web and searchable by an Internet search engine.
Random Sampling method [138] is followed to select the case
studies. The random sampling approach we adapted for the
study is also loosely described in [121], [153] and [171]. The

quantitative approach of the analysis of causal relationship
among variables [42] are used to analyse our findings on the
case studies considered.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Conducted research to connect human factors to data
breaches are somewhat inadequate to date. [117] mention the
inadequacy of research on the effect of human factors on
information security. [141] asserts that human errors remain a
major issue despite of researchers have marked it a significant
cause of information security. Besides, [139] suggests that
human factors are overlooked in software engineering and
development areas. We assume this may lead to poor software
development resulting in security loopholes that may aid data
breach through social engineering.

In computer security, human factor refers to those charac-
teristics of human beings that can be exploited to gain unfair
access to computer systems. This is often done by victimizing
a human being and the exploitation goes on without the
victim’s knowledge. For example, a person might use easily
guessable password (e.g. 123456) and an attacker might guess
this password to gain unauthorized access. A human factor
might be lack of knowledge about computer or IT systems,
human error, or it might be related to psychological and
behavioural traits of human being. Human is a weak link to
keep information secure [141]. As mentioned by [68], human
is characterised as the weakest link in cybersecurity by [8],
[133], [155], [156]. Human is also mentioned as the weakest
link of security by [118].

Human factors are linked to and affect information security
management [56]. [4] define human factor as the human-
centric actions that pose security threats to computing in-
frastructure. Human factors from which a Cloud threat may
emerge are trust, compliance, regulations, competence, Service
Level Agreement (SLA) misinterpretation, and social context
[4]. The authors term human factor also as ‘soft threat’.
[69]mentions factors like ‘passive engagement, lack of knowl-
edge, misdirected attention as well as engaging in risky cyber
security behaviours’ to have potential to increase the chance of
a security breach to happen. The human factors are described
by [126] as the factors that are “concerned with applying what
is known about human behaviour, abilities, limitations, and
other characteristics to the design of systems, tasks/activities,
environments, and equipment/technologies”. [139] explains
human factors as factor that can be studied from different
perspectives such as psychological, cognitive, management
and technical aspects. [152] assert that human factors focus on
human being and their interaction with information, machines,
materials environment and procedures. [94] define human
factors as the study of interrelationship between humans, the
tools and equipment they use.

Human factors have relevance with errors and the potential
for harm is significant if technology is mishandled [185]. [117]
argues that human factors play significant role in computer
security. Human factors have tremendous effect on business,
information, services and systems [91]. Organisations often
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overlook human factors though security depends on it [88].
[157] argues that human factors are unaddressed even though
information security is largely a human factor problem. [40]
reports human error to be greatest weakness in Information
Systems failure. Latest technological improvements in security
cannot combat security breaches that arise from carelessness
or lack of awareness of the users [38]. Though Internet and
related technologies are revolutionary, the use the technol-
ogy also experience employee-related breaches that affects
organisations [46]. According to Kulyk and Volkamer (2018),
research found that human factors are a barrier to establish
proper security practices among end users.

The significance of human factors in computing security is
mentioned in [70], [71], [100], and [119]. The approach to
attack using human factors is termed as social engineering
[176]. [98] describes social engineering and human conducted
attacks and the implications of human-centric attacks. [176]
mentions social engineering as ‘dark art’ and discussed the
impact of the attacks based on human factors. [125] defines
social engineering as a non-technical method of cyber-attacks
that entirely depends on human psychology and involves ma-
nipulating people into breaching standard security practices’.
[179] mentions social engineering to have profound negative
impact and is likely to increase over the course of time. Similar
discussions are found in [83], [14], and [134]. [158] classifies
social engineering as a serious vulnerability that is highly
effective with the ability to bypass all technological protection.
[117] confirm the wide acknowledgement of the fact that
employees in an organisation are often a weak link when it
comes to the protection of information assets. Using state-
of-the-art security software and hardware is not a measure
against human factors. The recent approach towards cyber-
attacks intends to exploit human weaknesses instead of trying
to break through security software or hardware [66].

IV. CASE STUDIES

101 case studies or real-life incidents of cybersecurity
breaches are collected and analysed. List and brief description
of the case studies are in appendix. The case studies are the
news of security breaches of different organisations in various
business domains/sectors. The case studies are analysed to find
out the reason for the breaches and whether the reason is a
human factor centric.

V. FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

The summary of findings from the case studies are presented
in Table I, Table II, Table III, Table IV, Table V, Table VI
and Table VII. The table includes the reasons for breaches for
the chosen case studies, and whether the breach was human-
centric. A justification is also included in the table outlining
why the reason is human-centric or not; the justification is
provided only for those breaches that, in our opinion, require
further note as justification.

In analysing the facts collected from the selected 101 case
studies, the reasons for breaches are explored. The reasons for
breaches are categorised as external/internal as well as human

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF BREACHES

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

Microsoft [27] Configuration issue
within its Business
Productivity Online
Suite

Uncertain This could
be an
application
vulnera-
bility, or
poorly
configured
applica-
tion.

Dropbox [27],
[55],
[17]

Employee using the
same password for
both DropBox and
LinkedIn, and the
breach on the former
one was possible due
to a breach on the
latter one.

Yes

National
Electoral
Institute
of
Mexico

[27] Poorly configured
database. Data stored
on an insecure and
illegally hosted Cloud
server situated outside
of Mexico.

Yes Choosing
the service
is a human
decision.

LinkedIn [27],
[159]

Using weak
passwords and
password reuse.

Yes

Home
Depot

[27],
[11],
[187]

Vendor’s stolen log-on
credentials.

Uncertain

iCloud [27],
[57]

Vendor denied breach,
claimed it was ac-
count specific targeted
attack.

Yes Based on
vendor’s
claim.

Yahoo [27],
[11],
[36]

Using forged cookies. No

Phony
phone-
call on
iCloud

[50] Scam calls to vic-
timise people.

Yes

Verizon [136] Using third party ven-
dor.

Uncertain

eBay [11] Hackers used creden-
tials of corporate em-
ployees.

Uncertain

Uber [11] Placing Uber’s Cloud
server (AWS) account
username and pass-
word on online code
repository GitHub.

Yes

Deloitte [28],
[79]

System compromised
through an unsecured
administrator
password. Weak
password strategy
used by administrator,
no two-factor
authentication.

Yes

Sage [90] Internal login was
used for unauthorised
access.

Uncertain

Facebook [163] Technical glitch, as
claimed by the ven-
dor.

No

Twitter [87] Unusual access pat-
terns across the net-
work, and unautho-
rised attempts to ac-
cess user data.

Uncertain

Adult
Friend
Finder

[11] Using weak hashing
algorithm.

Yes
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

Equifax [11],
[162]

Application vulnera-
bility that the organ-
isaiton failed to ad-
dress in good time.

Yes While the
application
vulnera-
bility may
not be
human-
centric
factor,
failing to
address the
issue in
good time
may be.

TJX [11],
[147]

Using weak hashing
algorithm.

Yes

Scottrade [24] Inadequate safeguard
by third-party vendor.

Yes

Fashion
Nexus

[33] A white hat hacker
breached company’s
server.

Uncertain

Saks and
Lord &
Taylor

[51],
[166]

Malicious software
has been installed on
the case register
system of the
stores, likely through
phishing emails.

Uncertain Human
Factor-
centric, if
the breach
is through
phishing
email.

Sanrio [144],
[82]

It might be due to
the misconfigured
database installation.

Uncertain

Scribd [44] Information stored
with an outdated
hashing algorithm.

Yes

Sky
Brasil

[1] Not securing the
server with a
password.

Yes

Snapchat [19],
[103]

Application vulnera-
bility – was known
to the vendor prior to
the breach. SnapChat
admitted that the oc-
curred breach was the-
oretically possible.

Yes

Stanford
Univer-
sity

[9] Possible software vul-
nerability – updated
version of Wordpress
but PhP was not the
latest version.

Uncertain

Staples [149] Malware Uncertain
SVR
Tracking

[37] Unsecured Amazon
S3 bucket

Yes

Swedish
Trans-
port
Agency

[5],
[18]

Sensitive information
shared through clear
text email.

Yes

Sutter
Medical
Founda-
tion

[177] Various news
providers note the
reason as negligence
in protecting clients’
sensitive information.

Yes

Network
solutions

[97] Hackers have broken
into Web servers

Uncertain

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

New
York
State
Electric
& Gas

[53] A software consulting
firm employee gained
unauthorized access to
the database.

Uncertain

New
York
Taxis

[173] New York City re-
leased detailed infor-
mation about every
yellow cabs in 2013.

Uncertain

Newegg [108],
[48]

Hackers injected ma-
licious code on pay-
ment webpage.

Uncertain

Nexon
Korea
Corp

[145],
[76]

Backup server for on-
line game-MapleStory
was Hacked.

Uncertain

NHS
(Na-
tional
Health
Service)

[93],
[47]

Stolen laptops. Yes

Nintendo [99],
[45]

The service was
hacked.

Uncertain

NMBS [49] Storing data on non-
secure server.

Yes

Nival
and
km.ru

[52] Hacking Uncertain

Ohio
State
Univer-
sity

[26] Unauthorised
accessed to server to
steal information.

Uncertain

Orbitz [39] The system was
poorly monitored
and put the data
vulnerable.

Yes

Oregon
Depart-
ment of
Revenue

[128] An employee of up-
loaded work files to
personal cloud storage
account.

Yes Organisational
data
stored on
personal
space.

Panerabread [96] The database designed
in very simple way
and able to search on
phone numbers.

Yes

PayAsUGym [21] One IT servers was
accessed by an unau-
thorized user.

Uncertain

Premera [184],
[93]

Hacker broken the
system.

Uncertain

Guest
Diag-
nostics

[72] Hacker gained access
through unsecured
mobile App.

Yes

RBS
World-
pay

[114] Servers hacked. Uncertain

Red
Cross
Blood
Service

[112] File was left unse-
cured on development
website by a contrac-
tor employee.

Yes

River
City
Media
(RCM)

[107],
[87]

Due to incorrectly
configured Rsync
backups, forgotten to
put password on this
repository.

Yes

RockYou [182] Hacker inject SQL
query from webpage
to the database, due to
website’s poor input
validation mechanism.

Yes
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

AOL [35],
[170]

Illegal access of data
warehouse using an-
other employee’s ID

Uncertain

AOL [129] Due to unauthorised
access to the user ac-
counts.

Uncertain

Apple [122],
[135],
[140]

Atomic Reference Ar-
ray vulnerability on
JAVA

No

Apple [92] Vulnerability in the
Java browser plug-in
of developer website

No

AT&T [154],
[183]

Non implementation
of cryptography on
employee database

Yes

AT&T [151],
[89]

Improper Access
control or inadequate
authorization of
customer system

Yes

British
Airways

[25],
[32],
[22]

Piece of malicious
code at point of entry

Uncertain

British
Airways

[111],
[174]

Automated attempt
from third parties
to gain access to
accounts using
information obtained
from elsewhere on the
Internet.

Uncertain

Citigroup [12],
[104]

Lack of anti-Spyware
programmes on Web-
site

Yes

Citigroup [175] Inadequate security in
shipping the computer
tapes.

Yes

Citigroup
Inc.

[146],
[58],
[95]

Limitations in the
technology used
for redacting the
documents.

No

Countrywide
Finan-
cial
corp.

[23] An employee stole the
information.

Yes

Facebook [148] Users’ victim of make
money website scam
through fraudulent ad-
vertising.

Yes

Twitter [54],
[43]

Problem in the hash-
ing process.

No

Yahoo [10] Unknown Yes
European
Central
Bank

[78],
[59]

Unknown Uncertain

Evernote [16] Attempt to access se-
cure areas of the com-
pany was suspected.

Uncertain

T-
mobile

[101] Hackers gained
unauthorized accessed
through API.

No

Experion/T-
Mobile

[130] An unauthorized party
accessed T-Mobile
data housed in an
Experian server

No

Firebase [75] Misconfiguration of
the databases by
developers.

Yes

Formspring [106],
[127]

Poorly secured
development server
configured to a live
database.

Yes

Gamigo [142] Hacker sent link &
email addresses and
hashes were stolen.

Yes

TABLE V
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

Gawker.com [65] Hackers used ’brute
force attack’ to gain
access to passwords.

Yes

Global
Pay-
ments

[82],
[80]

Intruders accessed
servers holding
the merchant
application’s
information.

Uncertain

Singapore’s
Health
service

[15] Hacking attempt Uncertain

Health
net

[62],
[181]

Health Net’s IT ven-
dor IBM lost server
hard drives.

Yes

Heartland [105],
[2]

Keylogging malware
went through the
firewall that captured
anything typed on
a computer and
subsequently sniffer
was propagated
through the system
that was capturing the
entire data packets on
a network.

No

HSBC
Turkey

[7] Not mentioned Yes

Instagram [131] A bug in Instagram
API disclosed several
user’s email addresses
and phone numbers.

No

Interpark [77] Hackers fooled staff
member through
email.

Yes

Internal
Revenue
Service

[30],
[120]

An online program
”Get Transcript” is
used.

Yes

Japan
Airlines

[60] Hackers initiated the
breach by sending a
malicious email that
delivered malware
and infected 23
computers. Out of the
23 computers, seven
were actually sending
data to a server in
HongKong.

Uncertain

Korea
Credit
Bureau

[167] The worker who had
privilege of access-
ing several databases
copied data onto an
external drive.

Yes

KT
Corp.

[?],
[186]

Hackers created a
computer program
that penetrates
through the KT
Corp.’s firewall.

Yes

Lincoln
Medical
&
Mental
Health
Center

[6] Seven CDs containing
personal and critical
data were lost during
shipping via FedEx.

Uncertain

Living
Social

[150] Unknown Yes

Localbox [160] A researcher at
ZDNet, LocalBox
left a large amount
of personal data
on Amazon S3
storage bucket which
could be accessed
and downloaded by
anyone.

Yes
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TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

Marriot
Hotels

[180],
[110]

Hackers had gained an
unauthorized access to
the Starwood reser-
vation system since
2014.

Yes

Massachusetts
Govern-
ment

[109] The virus called
W32.QAKBOT was
designed by hackers
to infiltrate computer
networks and allow
the attackers to gain
access to sensitive
data.

Yes

MBM
Com-
pany

[137] IT staff that was man-
aging the archive left
the backup exposed
online through an un-
secured Amazon S3
bucket.

Yes

Medicaid [143],
[67]

Hackers located
in Eastern Europe
breached the
server which had
configuration error.

Yes

Memorial
Health-
care
System

[74] Employees
impermissibly
accessed the
electronic protected
health information of
individuals by using
the login credentials
of a former employee
of an affiliated
physician’s office.

Yes

MyHeritage [31],
[123]

A file named
myheritage was
found on a private
server that contained
email addresses and
hashed passwords of
92,283,889 users.

Uncertain

MySpace [41],
[113]

None of the
passwords were
salted, making it easy
to decrypt. No strong
passwords containing
Uppercase were used.

Yes

NameTests [169] The quizzes were
developed by the
company that
collected personal
information from
Facebook and
displayed it in a
JavaScript file that
could be easily
obtained by malicious
third parties.

Yes

NASDAQ [124] Suspicious files were
found on the U.S.
servers during normal
security monitoring.

Yes

National
Security
Agency

[102] WannaCry
Ransomware malware
is installed on the
DoublePulsar tool
developed by the
National Security
Agency which gave
remote access to
hackers.

Yes

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF BREACHES (CONT’D...)

Case
Study

Source Reason(s) for Breach Human
Factor
in-
volved?

Justification

Neiman
Marcus

[93] The card-scraping
malware was used to
collect payment card
details.

Yes

Nemours
Founda-
tion

[116] The data backup tapes
were lost.

Partially
Yes

Facebook [164] Third party Facebook
app developers made
records publicly avail-
able.

Yes

Capital
One
Bank

[115] Hacker exploited a
misconfigured web
application firewall.
The hacker was
an ex-employee
of Amazon Web
Services, the Cloud
Service Provider
(CSP) the bank was
using.

Yes A miscon-
figuration
is a human
error or
incom-
petence,
not a vul-
nerability
of the
firewall.

factor-centric and non-human factor-centric. Also, the breaches
on IT service-related organisations and non-IT organisations
are analysed. We define those organisations as IT service that
fall in the category of telecom services, software and hardware
related services, and e-commerce organisations.

Fig. 1. Human Factor Perspective of Breaches

Fig. 1 shows the reasons for breaches from a human factor-
centric perspective. About 55% of all 101 cases are human
factor-centric breaches, while about 10% of the cases are
due to non-human factor centric reasons. The reasons for
about 35% of the breaches are uncertain and requires further
information to determine whether they were due to human
factor centric causes or not. Fig. 2 illustrates the reasons for
breaches for IT service-related organisations of the considered
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101 cases. Majority of the breaches (about 57%) in IT organ-
isations are due to human factor related causes, while about
17% of the breaches are due to non-human centric reasons.
The reasons for about 26% of the breaches are uncertain and
further information is required to decide whether they are due
to human factors or not.

Fig. 2. Human Factor Perspective of Breaches in IT Organisations

For non-IT organisations among the 101 cases considered,
about 55% of the cases are due to human factors; while
about 4% are due to non-human factors and about 42% of the
breaches on non-IT organisations require further information
to decide whether the breaches are related to human factors.
This is depicted in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Human Factor Perspective of Breaches in non-IT Organisations

The reason for a breach for an organisation may emerge
from within the context of the respective organisation (internal
cause), or from outside sources (external cause). Considering
this viewpoint, about 53% of all breaches considered are due
to external sources where about 47% of the breaches are for
internal causes, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Ratio of Internal/External Causes for All Breaches

Narrowing down the internal/external causes for human
factor-centric breaches only, the findings are that, about 52%
of the human factor-centric breaches are due to internal factors
and the rest are due to external causes. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Ratio of Internal/External causes for Human Factor-centric Breaches
Only

Taking the internal/external causes for breaches into account
for IT and non-IT organisations, we found about 54% of the
breaches in IT organisations are for external causes and the
rest are for internal causes. On the other hand, about 53%
of the breaches in non-IT organisations are due to external
causes and the rest are due to internal causes. The above are
illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. Finally, as Fig.
8 shows, about 54% of all the cases considered are non-IT
organisations and about 46% are IT organisations.

Table VIII and Table IX summarises the above findings.
In Table VIII summarises the percentage of Human Factor
centric breaches for all breaches considered in the study (i.e.,
all 101 case studies), as well as IT and non-IT organisations
from the total breaches considered. On the other hand, Table
IX summarises the breaches on different categories based on
internal or external factors as the perceived causes of breaches
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Fig. 6. Ratio of Internal/External causes for Breaches in IT Organisations

Fig. 7. Ratio of Internal/External causes for Breaches in non-IT Organisations

Fig. 8. Ratio of all Breaches in IT and non-IT Organisations

considered.

TABLE VIII
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON HUMAN FACTOR CENTRIC BREACHES.

Type of Organisation Percentage of Human Factor
centric Breaches

All (for all 101 case studies) 55.45%
IT 56.52%
Non-IT 54.55%

TABLE IX
INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL CAUSES AS CONTRIBUTING FACTORS FOR THE

BREACHES.

Category of
Breaches/Industry

% of Breaches (due
to Internal cause)

% of Breaches (due
to External cause)

All (for all 101 case
studies)

46.53% 53.47%

Human Factor centric
Breaches

51.79% 48.21%

IT Organisations 45.65% 54.35%
Non-IT Organisations 47.27% 52.73%

VI. DISCUSSIONS

Human Factors are the reasons for majority of the breaches
in considered 101 cases. More breaches may be linked to
human factors, since a notable portion of breaches need further
information and analysis to decide whether they are due to
human factors. For both IT and non-IT companies, human fac-
tor centric breaches dominate over non-human factor related
breaches. The reasons behind some breaches either cannot be
determined or there is insufficient information to ascertain the
reason for the breach. Both the inability to detect the reason
and the lack of sufficient information warrants investigation.

The cause of breaches may be sourced from both internal
or external sources and neither of the causes is insignificant
when compared to the other. This also holds true when
considering only human factor-centric breaches, as well as
considering breaches in IT and non-IT organisations. While
external factors may not be controllable, the internal factors
behind data breaches can be minimised and further research
required on this.

Human factors-centric breaches affect across variety of
business domain including IT businesses. This may put one
under the impression that human factors imply factors well
beyond mere incompetence. It is important to find the loophole
to minimise human-centric breaches. If competence (or lack
of competence thereof) is taken into consideration, could
a conclusion be drawn that incompetence results in human
related breaches in both large and small organisation that
are either IT or non-IT business? If not regardless, is the
recruitment process flawed? Is there lack of ample level of
training and awareness? If people are competent, what are
the reasons for a person to be the reason for human-centric
attack? Is it work-life balance, work environment or other
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aspects that may lead to people making mistakes (where
incompetence is not a factor) that may lead to a security
breach? Is the security programme and risk management of an
organisation being contributors towards human factor-centric
breaches? Finding whether a breach is human related or not is
crucial, so is the answers to the above questions. Otherwise,
an organisation may result is having flawed security analysis
and poor gap analysis resulting in developing an ineffective
security programme.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

While technological factors may be predictable, human
factors are not due to their dynamicity. Human factors are
unstructured and entirely context dependent. It may be argued
that proper training and awareness can effectively battle with
human factor related attacks. But, since it fits into no frame-
work and hard to predict, threats that emerge from human
factors are likely to remain as an open challenge in all form
of computing.

The findings presented is a preliminary foundation to further
research. Seeking answers to the questions mentioned in
Discussions section would extend our current study. In the case
studies considered, several attacks are due to human errors
by the professionals who manage their respective cyberspace
and/or their own organisational computer networks, not by
the end-users who may not be competent in using IT/IS
systems. The reason for unexpected mistakes (negligence?
incompetence? other job-related factors?) by the professionals
warrant investigation and research. The possibility for such
mistakes to be linked with work pressure and overall wellbeing
of the employees needs research focus. The cost of cybercrime
is significant. Thus, it may be safe to say that, addressing the
human factors to any extent required would cost far less than
the loss occurs as a result of data breaches.

The research presented may be extended to include a
study representing insights into poor handling of smartphone
applications and thus exploring significance of human factors
in breaches through smartphones. Another future reasearch
that may emerger as the motivation from this research is to
find mitigating ways to minimise impact of human factors
which may include (but not limited to) exploring the option
of resilience through using decentralised architecture (e.g.
BlockChain). Additionally, research on ways to increase Cyber
Security awareness among people to minimise imapct of
human factors is another area where the presented research
may seerve as a motivational factor.

APPENDIX: List of Case Studies
The randomly selected 101 case studies are real life in-

cidents of Cloud and/or data breaches that are published on
online portals. Brief descriptions of the case studies are listed
below.

• Microsoft: A breach in 2010 due to a configuration issue
in its Business Productivity Online Suite resulting in
unauthorised access to employee contact info [27].

• Dropbox: In 2012, hackers accessed DropBox’s 68 mil-
lion user accounts including their email addresses and

passwords [27], [55], [17]. The reason for the breach was
using same password by an employee for both DropBox
and LinkedIn [55].

• National Electoral Institute of Mexico: 93 million of voter
of the National Electoral Institute of Mexico were com-
promised in April 2016. It was due to poorly configured
database. The institute stored its data on an insecure and
illegally hosted Cloud server situated outside of Mexico
[27].

• LinkedIn: In 2012, LinkedIn breach resulted in 6 million
user passwords being stolen. In 2016, LinkedIn suffered
another breach where 167 million of users’ emails and
passwords were stolen [27]. The reason for the breaches
is claimed to be using weak passwords and password
reuse [159].

• Home Depot: DIY retailer Home Depot’s point-of-sale
terminals at the self-checkout were exploited for months
in 2014. This affected 56 million credit cards and was the
biggest breach of its kind at that time [27], [11], [187].

• iCloud: The breach in 2014 on Apple’s cloud storage
iCloud meant leaked pictures of its celebrity users [27].
Apple denied it to be architecture-wide breach, but rather
is a targeted attack on celebrity accounts that used weak
passwords [57].

• Yahoo: In 2013, a breach on Yahoo’s network resulted in
disclosing information (e.g. name, email, date of birth)
of more than a billion of user accounts [27], [11]. Yahoo
claimed that it was carried out using forged cookies [36].

• Phony phone-call: An attempt by fraudsters to capitalise
the iCloud breach and launching scam calls to gain
advantage by fooling people [50].

• Verizon: Data breach in 2017 (exposed 14 million cus-
tomer accounts) was due to the management of Verizon
data by NICE Systems, a third-party vendor [136].

• eBay: The attack in 2014 exposed 145 million users’
names, addresses, dates of birth and encrypted password.
According to eBay, the hackers got into their system using
credentials of their employees to access to eBay network
[11].

• Uber: In 2016, personal information of 600,000 drivers
and 57 million users were exposed. The breach was due
to placing Uber’s Cloud server (AWS) account username
and password on online code repository GitHub [11].

• Deloitte: Global consultancy firm Deloitte had its clients’
personal information hacked and exposed in 2017. The
system was compromised through an unsecured adminis-
trator password [28], [79].

• Sage: UK based accounting firm Sage was affected in
2016. An internal login was used for unauthorised access
to employees’ data of 300 UK firms [90].

• Facebook: Facebook ‘exposed 6 million users’ phone
numbers and email addresses to unauthorized viewers’,
due to technical glitch (as claimed by Facebook) [163].

• Twitter: Twitter’s 250,000 user accounts were hacked
in 2013. The company suggested that they were aware
on the incident upon detecting ‘unusual access patterns
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across the network and had identified unauthorised at-
tempts to access user data that had led to accounts being
compromised’ [87].

• AFF: “Hackers collected 20 years of data . . . Most of
the passwords were protected only by the weak SHA-1
hashing algorithm ...” [11].

• Equifax: An application vulnerability exposed about
147.9 million consumers’ data [11]. The reason was a
flaw that could be patched weeks before the attack [162].

• TJX: A breach on a portion of its network exposed credit
card, debit card, check and merchandise transactions
[147]. One claim state that a group of hackers took
advantage of a weak data encryption system, though
different claims exist [11].

• Scottrade: A third-party data breach inadvertently ex-
posed 20,000 of its customers’ non-public information.
One of Scottrade’s vendors, Genpact’s employee up-
loaded Scottrade’s database to an Amazon-hosted SQL
server. It is revealed that the worker didn’t take adequate
safeguards to lock down the server [24].

• Fashion Nexus: 650,000 fashion shoppers’ details includ-
ing email and home addresses was exposed by a white
hat hacker who breached company’s web server” [33].

• Saks and Lord & Taylor: More than 5 million bank
cards exposed. Hackers installed malicious software on
payment register systems at affected stores. [51] [166].

• Sanrio: 3.3 million accounts exposed from a database
containing information about first and last names, birth-
day, gender, country of origin, email addresses, hashed
passwords, password hint questions and their correspond-
ing answers [144], Rogers, 2015).

• Scribd: Usernames, encrypted passwords and email ad-
dresses of 50 million users were accessed [44].

• SKY Brasil: 32 million of its users’ data leaked that
revealed names, addresses, phone numbers, birth dates,
client IP address, payment method and encrypted pass-
word [1].

• Snapchat: Usernames, phone numbers of 4.6 million
Snapchat accounts had hacked [19]; [103].

• Stanford University: Website of a centre of the university
remained compromised for several months [9].

• Staples: 1.16 million customer credit card breach [149]
• SVR Tracking: 540,000 users’ data including personal

information accidentally made available to the public in
its Amazon bucket [37].

• Swedish Transport Agency: Personal information and
data related to defence plans exposed online [5], [18].

• Sutter Medical Foundation: Computer containing about
3.3 million patients’ information was stolen [177].

• Network solutions: In 2009, about 50 sites of the com-
pany hosts have been comprised. Hackers took accounts
information of more than 573,000 debit and credit cards
[13].

• New York State Electric & Gas: The companies’ cus-
tomer information system has been accessed by unau-
thorized software consulting firm employee in 2012. It

exposed 1.8 million customers’ information [53].
• New York Taxis: New York City has release data of 173

individual taxi trips in 2013 without proper anonymise of
drivers’ license number and taxi number [173].

• Newegg: In 2018, hackers injected 15 lines of code on
Newegg’s payment webpage. The hackers stayed on the
webpage for more than one month. On average more than
to skim the credit card information of customer [108],
[48].

• Nexon Korea Corp: Hacker attacked the database of
South Korea’s leading game developer-Nexon Korea Corp
in 2011. That caused breach of personal data of its online
game Maple Story’s 13.2 million subscribers [145], [76].

• NHS (National Health Service): A senior hospital man-
ager lost a laptop computer containing unencrypted
Health Service records of more than 20,000 patients when
he was on holiday in 2008. Followed by several laptops
stolen from St George’s hospital in London and Wolver-
hampton. A disc containing almost 1,000 emergency call
went missing by courier company [47].

• Nintendo: Japan’s Club Nintendo service was hacked in
2013. Customer information compromised in the attack
includes full name, phone numbers and home & email
address [45].

• NMBS: Due to mistake of a data worker in 2013, thou-
sands of customer information from rail authority NMBS
open online [49].

• Nival and km.ru: In 2016, a teenage hacker breached
random Russian websites as revenge for the MH17 crash.
The victims were about 1.5 million [52].

• Ohio State University: In 2010, hackers had broken into
their server that stored about 760,000 people’s personal
information. That could cost the university USD$4 mil-
lion [26].

• Orbitz: Credit information of 880,000 customers breached
that belongs to Travel booking website Orbitz in 2018
[39].

• Oregon Department of Revenue: In 2018, due to a
mistake of an employee, 36,000 people’s information of
Revenue includes names, addresses and Social Security
numbers might be exposed [128].

• Panerabread: In 2018, the web site of American chain
restaurants, Panerabread, leaked millions of customer
records [96].

• PayAsUGym: Their servers was hacked in 2016, the
organization admitted that 300,000 members’ financial
details were stolen [21].

• Premera: Premerra announce a major breach in 2015, 11
million customers’ medical and financial data may have
exposed due to this attack [184].

• Guest Diagnostics: Digital intruders stole about 34,000
people’s personal and medical information from this
medical laboratory company in 2016 [72].

• RBS Worldpay: Royal Bank of Scotland admitted that its
computer system was hacked in 2008. About 1.5 million
cardholders may have been affected by this breach [114].
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• Red Cross Blood Service: Due to mistake of a third-party
provider in 2016, Australia Red Cross Blood Service
experienced data breach that affected 550,000 donors
[112].

• River City Media (RCM): RCM is notorious spam op-
erator. Due to the incorrectly configured Rsync backup,
1.37 billion identity were leaked in 2017 [107].

• RockYou: In 2009, the social network App company
Rockyou suffered a major security breach due to attack.
That exposed 30 million accounts’ information [182].

• AOL: 92 million AOL customer account “screen names”,
zip codes, telephone numbers were stolen by former AOL
employee. With his inside knowledge of AOL system
accessed data warehouse using another employee’s ID
[35], [170].

• AOL: Up to 2 percent of AOL’s millions of user’s
information were hacked in 2014. User’s accounts were
compromised by unauthorised access to send out spam
messages [129].

• Apple: In 2012, Antisec claims to have snatched 12
million Apple device ID’s from FBI Agent. Posted 1
million of identifiers to the web. During the shell session
a file was downloaded from FBI Agent’s Desktop folder
using the Atomic Reference Array vulnerability on JAVA
[122], [135], [140].

• Apple: In 2013, Apples’ Developers portal hacked and
about 270,000 registered third-party developers informa-
tion stolen. Hacker able to install malware on developer
Mac computers through the vulnerability in the Java
browser plug-in of developer portal [92].

• AT&T: In 2007, a laptop was stolen from a car that holds
information of unspecified number of current and former
employees of AT&T comprise of Social Security num-
bers, names and other personal details [154]. Employee
data exposed because of unencrypted information [183].

• AT&T: During 2013 and 2014, employees at three call
centres used by AT&T accessed more than 68,000 ac-
counts that had without adequate authorization. This leads
to the breach of about 280,000 US customers’ names and
Social Security Numbers(fully/partially) [151], [89].

• British Airways (BA): BA website and mobile app hacked
in 2018, compromised 380,000 British Airways passen-
gers’ personal information and financial information in-
cluding credit card numbers, expiry dates, CVV numbers
[25]. Hackers run the malicious code at point of entry on
to the BA website [32], [22].

• British Airways: In 2015, thousands of British Airways
frequent -flyer executive club accounts had breached.
Attack was due to an automated computer program
that searches for vulnerabilities, Guardian claimed [111],
[174].

• Citigroup: In May 2011, cyber-attack on Citigroup bank
compromised 360,083 credit card accounts which is 1
percent of its North American accounts. This attack
resulted in a loss of $2.7 million. Hackers used spyware
for hacking, Experts said [12], [104].

• Citigroup: 3.9 million U.S customers personal data was
lost from CitiFinancial, the consumer finance division of
CitiGroup Inc. in 2005. It was occurred while shipping
the computer tapes in a box through UPS Inc. This per-
sonal data includes account information, Social Security
numbers and payment histories [128], [175].

• Citigroup Inc: In 2013, the Citigroup exposed the per-
sonal information (that includes date of birth and Social
Security Numbers) of around 150,000 customers who had
filed for bankruptcy between 2007 and 2011 due to a
limitation in the technology they have been using for
editing the documents [58], [95], [146].

• Countrywide Financial corp.: Former senior financial
advisor of Countrywide Financial Corporation stolen con-
fidential information of millions of customers and sold it
to a third party for marketing purposes [23].

• Facebook: Facebook Inc was hacked by a spammer to
gain access to the personal information of 30 million
users. Hackers made use of 400,000 accounts to gain the
access tokens that are used by Facebook users to log into
their accounts without typing passwords [148].

• Twitter: 330 million Twitter users were asked to change
their passwords because the passwords were saved in
plain text instead of random string of characters [43];
[54].

• Yahoo: In a 2014 data breach, 500 million user’s infor-
mation was exposed [10].

• European Central Bank: Approximately 20,000 email
addresses, phone numbers and addresses in unencrypted
format were stolen from the European Central Bank’s
database website that was used by people to register for
events in bank [78], [59].

• Evernote: In 2013, Evernote revealed a breach in which
user names, email addresses and password in encrypted
format were accessed by a hacker [16].

• T-mobile: Upto 2 million customers’ information that
included their name, billing zip code, contact number and
mobile account type was leaked in 2018 [101].

• Experion/T-mobile: Personal information of about 15
million T-mobile customers was exposed by a data breach
at Experion in 2015 [130].

• Firebase: Over 100 million people’s personal data records
were exposed that included passwords and usernames,
GPS records, Bitcoin transactions and Facebook and
LinkedIn tokens. This happened due to poor configuration
of online databases by the application developers [75].

• Formspring: 420,000 encrypted passwords were posted
online ( [106], [127].

• Gamigo: Over 8 million email addresses and encrypted
passwords were leaked [142].

• Gawker.com: Company’s website was hacked and a file
containing company’s source code, hundreds of thousands
of email addresses and passwords and internal conver-
sations between staff members was uploaded on 4Chan
[65].

• Global Payments: 1.5 million payment cards information
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was hacked in 2012. Company had to pay heavy fines
and provide insurances to affected customers [82], [80].

• Singapore’s Health service: About 1.5 million people’s
personal information including their names, national ID
card number, address, gender, race and date of birth were
stolen from Singapore’s health service. The target of the
hacker was Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loon’s particulars
and information about his medications [15].

• Health net: In 2011, nine server drives were found
missing that contained 1.9 million customers personal and
health data. The data center was managed by IBM [62],
[181].

• Heartland: In 2008, Heartland Payments Systems suffered
a breach as Intruders manages to get access to the system.
Around 130 million customers were affected [105], [2].

• HSBC Turkey: About 2.7 million HSBC Turkey cus-
tomers’ credit cards were compromised in a breach in
2014 [7].

• Instagram: In 2017, around 6 million Instagram user’s
email addresses and phone numbers were hacked due to
a bug in the API [131].

• Interpark: In 2016, over 10 million user’s personal in-
formation that included the names, addresses, email ad-
dresses, date of births and phone numbers was compro-
mised as hacker managed to get access of an employee’s
computer [77].

• Internal Revenue Service (IRS): More than 700,000 social
security numbers and other sensitive data were stolen as
hackers managed to get access to the “Get Transcript”
application of the IRS which was used by taxpayers
to look and download their last few years’ tax filing
information. This feature was suspended after discovering
the beach [30], [120].

• Japan Airlines: In 2014, personal data of approximately
190,000 customers were stolen that included names, date
of births, genders, home addresses, work addresses, job
titles, phone numbers, fax numbers, email addresses,
Japan Airline Mileage Bank membership numbers and
enrolment dates [60].

• Korea Credit Bureau: 20 million South Koreans’ personal
data that included identification numbers, addresses and
credit card numbers was stolen by a worker who got
access to various databases of the company [167].

• KT Corp.: Personal information of 8.7 million KT Corp.
users was stolen and sold. Stolen information included
names, mobile phone numbers, membership numbers,
personal identification number and mobile phone serial
number of each subscriber [?], [186].

• Lincoln Medical & Mental Health Center: Seven CDs
containing personal and critical data that included name,
address, Social Security Number, medical record number,
patient number, health plan information, date of birth,
dates of admission and discharge, diagnosis information
and some driver licence numbers were lost in transport
[6].

• Living Social: Personal information of more than 50

million people was compromised as the servers got
hacked. The hacked information included the names,
email addresses, birthdates and encrypted passwords of
LivingSocial customers [150].

• Localbox: In 2018, a Weshington-bases data firm com-
pany, LocalBox was held responsible for breaching per-
sonal data for 48 million user profiles [160].

• Marriot Hotels: Around 500 million guest’s personal and
financial data was compromised. The Starwood reserva-
tion system was hacked since 2014 but was not identified
till 2018 [180], [110].

• Massachusetts Government: In 2011, 1500 computer sys-
tems belonging to the departments of Unemployment
Assistance and Career Services of the Massachusetts
Executive Office of Labor and Workforce Development
were compromised. Personal information of 210,000
people was exposed. The exposed information included
names, Social Security numbers, employer identification
numbers, email addresses, home addresses and bank
information [109].

• MBM Company: Personal information of more than 1.3
million customers was made public. Information included
customers’ names, addresses, zip codes, phone numbers,
email addresses, IP addresses, passwords in plain text,
internal company mailing lists, credit card details in
encrypted format, payment details, promo codes and item
orders [137].

• Medicaid: In 2012, 500,000 personal records with less
sensitive data and 280,000 personal records with Social
Security numbers were stolen. The affected customers
are those who had visited the healthcare in the past four
months of this breach [143], [67].

• Memorial Healthcare System: Protected health informa-
tion of 115,143 individuals had been compromised by the
employees. The information included individuals’ names,
date of births and Social Security numbers. Former
employee’s login credentials had been used to access
the electronic protected health information maintained by
Memorial Healthcare System [74].

• MyHeritage: Email addresses and hashed passwords of
92,283,889 users of MyHeritage was discovered on a
private server outside of MyHeritage [31], [123]

• MySpace: A social networking website MySpace suffered
a breach in 2016. 360 million credentials containing 427
million encrypted passwords were compromised [41],
[113].

• NameTests: Facebook quizzes developer NameTests ex-
posed personal information of 120 million Facebook
users. The quizzes were collecting personal information
of users, like names, date of births, photos and friend lists
and displaying then in a JavaScript file, one that could
be easily accessed by malicious third parties [169].

• NASDAQ: Nasdaq OMX group that owns the Nasdaq
stock market got their servers hacked in the U.S. [124].

• National Security Agency: Individuals and organization
from more than 150 countries were affected by WannaCry
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RansomWare malware. National Security Agency was
one of them. Hacker steal their cyber security tool and
installed the malware by which hackers got control over
their systems [102].

• Neiman Marcus: 40 million payment card details were
compromised. Out of those 9200 cards were used to make
fraudulent purchases. Hacker got access to the names,
contact information, purchase histories and the last four
digits of payment card numbers [93].

• Nemours Foundation: The Nemours Foundation, a health
care organization that runs children’s hospitals has lost
1.05 million records [116].

• FaceBook: In one of the breaches in 2019, more than
540 million records were publicly exposed. Third-party
Facebook app developers exposed users’ data including
account names, details about comments and reactions to
posts [164].

• CapitalOne Bank: The 2019 breach at Capital bank
resulted in unauthorized access to 100 million credit card
applications and accounts [115]. According to the bank,
the exposed customer data are credit scores, credit limits,
balances, payment history, contact information, and other
data in credit card application [29].
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